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SIGNAL SYNCHRONISATION IN DIGITAL AUDIO

W.T. Shelton BBC Designs Department, London W1

Abstract

The paper details an approach to synchronising independent digital
audio signals permitting technical processing such as mixing in a
studio centre. Digital standards for signals and their
interconnection via the serial audio and data multiplex are taken into
account. The system uses the digital syn_hroniser technique allied to
agreed standards of sample frequency stability and involves minimal
audio and data corruption. Operating overheads are low and there are
no special features to be added to studio digital equipment of wider
application. Practical proposals using proven designs are described.
Audio-video timing compatibility is considered.

1. Introduction

In a broadcasting centre source synchronisation for digital audio is
seen_ as with television, as an engineering practice which will serve
both programme making and technical operations; enhancing and creating
facilities and easing the engineering tasks in the organisation and
execution of the daily workload. In contrast, in the independent
studio, with all functions self-contained, establishing the timing
requirements appears trivial. However, it has been realised that there
are important issues of common concern, where decisions are needed to
ensure the wide acceptability of both programme signals, recorded or
live, and studio equipment. The subject is therefore under discussion
in the AES and elsewhere, being seen as essential support to the
standardisation achieved both for the digital audio serial interface
and for sampling frequencies.

This paper is based on a BBC internal discussion document, concerned
with the broadcasting need for a system approach to the implementation
of digital audio on a national scale. However, it is intended now to
reflect wider views and, in principle, to apply in other areas.

Synchronisation is basic to programme-making and has long been
implicit inaudio, even if technically it has been less visible than
with television. Programmes must fit time slots and a variety of
sound and vision sources must retain the alignments of the original
performance through processing, recording and replay. Then there are
the electronic means of achieving programme requirements; editing,
mixing and effects all depending again on combining signals
synchronously, either additively or by time division. Standard
Time-Code is the means by which, using a reference clock signal in an
adjacent channel this is achieved when path lengths are subject to
alteration or the delay performance of signal circuits is unmatched or
unstable.

All the above applies to digital audio, but with this medium there is



a possibility that, timing pulses being an inherent part of the

digital waveform, synchronisation can be easily provided for. This

·is, of course, making a virtue out of necessity; having converted the

continuous analogue audio signals into waveforms with discrete timing

elements processing in the new domain inevitably involves alignment of

some, i{ not all, of the components. Using the terminology of the AE8

Serial Interface definition shown diagramaticaily in Figure I the main

elements of the audio/data/housekeeping multiplex are:

The bit : repetition rate 5.072 MHz

The sample : repetition rate 48 kHz

The block : repetition rate 250 Hz

Synchronisation enables these serial self clocking multiplex signals

to be manipulated singly or in groups by an external mechanism;

primarily these signals are the means of interchange and transfer

between equipments and local areas for which the transmission range of

the serial signal is adequate. Within equipment but encompassing

perhaps a number of bays or racks, aligning parallel format signals to

close limits may also be necessary; the timing constraints are found

to be similar for a multiphase bus connection system.

One can distinguish a category of signal processing routines serving

technical rather than programme requirements for which defined timings

will be necessary. The purpose of listing them is to indicate that

even at this early stage in the development of digital systems there

is a clear demand for a means of establishing synchronous conditions

both for digital audio signals and in respect of related video,

control and data bit streams. These applications are:-

1. Establishing timing relationships in a studio system for

diverse sources such as computers, synthesisers and other electronic

instruments, either direct or on replay.

2.0ontrol of Signal routing and distribution, including possibly

higher order multiplexes on fibre optic links.

5. Data transfer using the audio signal multiplex.

This preliminary survey prompts a comment on the significance of

synchranising in audio. Programme reasons presumably need only

reflect the exactitude necessary for analogue signals of very high

quality, but the pcm format because of its potential for a wide range

of subsidiary uses is suggesting the need for new orders of precision

and sophistication in timing for primarily technical and managerial

benefits. Another factor is comparability with video parameters, a

complication, but also, as will be seen, a source of standards and

expertise.



Synchronisation is the term used to cover all provisions for ensuring
that signals to be subject to a common processing operation are in
both phase and frequency coincidence. In a broadcasting centre it may
apply over a number of studios, replay channels, include the handling
of external sources, and at the output_ a networking function. Though
these areas may be widespread it can be assumed that only the studio
audio pcm format signal is involved.

The evolution of synchronising techniques in television is both
informative and relevant. Either the underlying timing mechanism of
the signal source, a pulse generator and oscillator, or the coded
signal itself are modified to match the timing embodied in the pulses
of another signal. In the first case two techniques known as
'genlock' and 'slavelock' are used, and the principles are illustrated
in Figure 2. Both methods involve limitations because, tm different
extents and in different ways, the 'master' and 'slave' are
interdependent. Complications est in when further sources and
destinations become involved since signal perturbations are
propagated. From an operational standpoint experience has shown it is
desirable thatl

1. There should be a minimum of interdependence between sources
and destinations because of synchronising.

2. Programme operations should be able to proceed without
perturbations from synchronising effects be they adjacent or remote;
eg, a local recording of a contribution being taken live should be
unaffected by external timing requirements further down the chain.

With the availability of fast digital processing this asynchronous
method of working has now been possible in television for some years.

The key to this is the Digital Synchroniser whereby in the digital
domain it is arranged to adjust the intrinsic timing of a programme
signal directly, affecting the signal quality only to a small and
precisely defined degree. The synchroniser permits positive or
negative timing shifts to be applied relative to a defined input
signal delay, there being only minimal discontinuities in the
programme component in the process of rephasing. The output bearer
waveform is immaculate under all conditions.

The scheme is illustrated in Figure 3. Each independent source is
either taken sequentially or through parallel synchroniser-equipped
channels. A factor offsetting the considerable equipment costs is
that engineering effort in the setting up and supervision of
synchronising operations is greatly reduced if sources and mixing
points are able to do their business without communicating.

The BBC has now had considerable experience in television in
establishing by this approach standard timing for sources external to
the main studio centre and it is reasonable to assume that a proven
working method would form a sensible basis for digital audio also.
Further, a successful design of audio synchroniser is available,
having been developed as a means of adjusting the timing of signals to



be multiplexed into a transmission multichannel format. The function

of this synchroniser and its use is described by its designer N.H.C.

Gilchrist elsewhere _, but a brief outline is now given.

4.1 The Audio Synchroniser

The synchroniser is a digital buffer store whereby an audio signal,

carried Qn a clock frequency which, though close to a standard is

unknown, may be automatically assigned the phase and, more

fundamentally, the frequency of an external reference. The

synchroniser achieves this by altering, in the short term, the

programme duration, the identical number of active programme signal
bytes being read at the required output frequency. The input to

output frequency difference will result in a progressive drift in the

delay imposed in the process. To compensate, limiting the final

difference in programme duration to less than the range of the store,
pauses or, if essential, periods of low signal amplitude are

telescoped (input frequency high) or extended by an instantaneous jump

iq the location in the store where reading is taking place relative to

writing. Such a discontinuity though of no technical significance,

nevertheless constitutes a small modification of the programme

content.

4.2 Application to the Serial Multiplex Signal

The block schematic of a synchroniser is shown in Figure 4. The

timing of the digital input, essential to the writing process, is

identified from its synchronising preamble, and hence its offset from
another signal or from reference pulses can be determined. Though the

store is a repository for sample increments, the process automatically

achieves phase adjustments to a very small fraction of a sample period

directly from the reference signal.

Much larger time shifts are necessary where data recurring at lower

frequencies must be aligned with the output reference. In setting up

a new timing for a signal involving blocks of data as spread over 192

sample periods, a transient alteration in the block length is

inevitable when the signal is switched through the synchroniser.

Usage must allow for such isolated discontinuities which, though

negligible for static data, might promote errors for active

information such as timec6de. However, it is necessary that the

synchroniser, in providing a fine degree of frequency changing between

input and output pulse trains does not produce a train of regular

errors in the data block. Two requirements must be resolved. When

the limit of the range of timing adjustment available in the

sy_chroniser is reached the offset between input and output must

revert to mid-range; this introduces a programme discontinuity in the

output signal as already described. The second condition is that the

timing jump should, in sample number terms, be equal either to the
block length of 1_2 or, failing that, a multiple of it. Clearly, the

occurrence of programme pauses which allow retiming without signal

impairment diminishes as the duration required increases and it is
therefore desirable that the data block which must be carried through

a synchronizer without corruption should be of acceptable length.

A 256 word store has been specified _ giving a !128 sample range_ at

least 52 samples are stored before synchronisation is contemplated.

Siren a maximum frequency difference of 2 in 106 and a sample

frequency of 48 kHz, the minimum synchronisation period is about



51/2 minutes, and the maximum about 22 minutes, and as such was

proved to be compatible with programme content. Clearly, there will

be several possible compromises between equipment complexity and the

risk of signal adulteration, but the key to the viability of the

technique rests with the specification and control of input frequency

standards; these must be adequate to the task and yet acceptable in

the wider context of digital audio usage, both in cost and operational

overheads. An agreed sample frequency standard can no doubt be set at
a moderate level if broadcasters and other users can be confident of

its maintenance and plan accordingly.

5_ Usinqthe technique in the B?oadcmsting System

A system is shown in Figure 5 for synchronisation within a studio

centre based on the ideas given. There ought to be no distinction

between the working method of central premises and that for far
remotes such as n.B. contributions. A synchronisation method needs to

take into account the total programme contribution network; it needs,

to coin a phrase, to be nation-wide. However, it should not be

implied that the serial format would be used over long distances

without intermediate transmission coding.

Though the clocks at the signal origin will by definition be

independently generated, the frequency for all sources, whatever the

immediate or forecast use of the signal may be, must be to a defined

standard as regards both short and long term drift. Within a given

premises it will be necessary to provide feeds of a master clock

frequency to define the working standards for all local sources.

However, the clock purity must not be degraded by such distribution.

At the mixing point where the relative timing of signals becomes all

important signal regenerators such as replay tape machines and

synchronisers must also be under the control of the master clock. In

a small organisation the master may, of course, reside inside the key

apparatus, the mixing desk.

The clock signals actually applied in these processors should be free
of noise, jitter or any other perturbation; the most significant

instance is that of sample rate pulses to the ADC and DAC where the

signal amplitude is time-base defined at discrete clock intervals.

Even an ail digital processor if using active measurements of relative

clock timings would be affected by clock instability. To achieve for

example full 16 bit ADC performance at audio high frequencies clock
jitter must be less than O.S ns peak-to-peak.

The block rate is set at a binary sub-multiple of sample frequency,

intermediate sequences of data being defined by a protocol. In regard

to any further fractional information rates in the future, it will be

realised that processing is complicated by the exploitation of the

interface signal for these subsidiary uses. However the extent to

which the block data of different signals needs to be kept in

synchronism depends on how this data is used, whether it is highly

repetitious or dynamic and also on the cost of exploiting it

asynchronouslv.

The possibility that external signals may carry the after effects of

other synchronising techniques needs to be remembered. A signal which

has been genlocked may contain a period of clock frequency change and

5



perhaps phase shift steps inherent to a genlock routine characteristic
of the source's circuitry.

Where sample frequency deviations are outside defined limits _uch
dynamic timing errors can be eliminated with a sample frequency
changer which embodies the interpolating functions of a standards
converter:. In the synchronising context the SFC may also have a role
in repairing defective programme. More importantly, it should be
emphasised that such an instrument can of course also carry out
synchronising, the interpolation process eliminating the confining
effects of finite storage described. However, undeniably this process
is a more complex one with effects on signal quality if the
interpolation capability or indeed any other aspect of the programme
component manipulation is inadequate. No imterpolation is applicable
during the passage of discontinuous data, but repositioning data at
the output would without doubt be accomplished.

It will be seen that this synchronisation method is open loop.
However, this is no disadvantage providing the synchronising action is
physically located in some adequately fixed relation to the mixing
point. There are two possible approaches.

(i) Timing within a broadcast centre could be defined clearly by
careful management and by seeking to minimise ad-hoc operational
events. Under these conditions it would be possible _o locate
synchronisers at the interfaces with external sources so that no
asynchronous signals exist whatever in the internal organisation as
regards mixer, recording suites etc.

(ii) Assume that it is only necessary to maintain synchronism at
mixing points and attach or incorporate synchronisers therefore in the
mixer channels. Data acquisition and retrieval away from the mixer
would be asynchronous.

The need to establish frequency standards in support of the
synchroniser technique has already been emphasised, with the
suggestion that a master reference frequency should be available to
all studio apparatus areas, recording suites and network areas. Its
purpose is to provide a common frequency reference to which local
clock pulse generators would be locked. The questionof whether the
reference signal is used automatically or manually in achieving the
correct frequency locally is left open. The aim is to ensure that
processing is not adulterated by jitter and interference. The
principle is illustrated in the more detailed schematic in Figure 7.

A convenient frequency could be _.072 MHz - this provides timing for
the 64 bits of the 2 channel serialised signal and fine zero crossing
definition for the precise generation of both 48 kHz and 52 kHz
pulses. At the digital level synchronism would be defined thereby
incremently in binary fractions of a sample period. This reference
can be distributed without difficulty but it need not be assumed that
5.072 MHz is the actual source frequency. In order to provide for
synchronism with television signals a single master oscillator working
at some higher frequency could provide for Colour-coded and Component
television signals to run in strict time with their audio
counterparts. Such a system using 108 MHz has been described by J.J.
Gibson z.



The recommended accuracy for the 5.072 MHz master oscillator is a

stability not worse than 5 parts in 10% Though this can be

justified as part of a broadcast centre system it is clear that such

accuracy is not required in all eauipment. There should be

nevertheless an industry agreement as to the frequency standard which

will apply to source equipment and for the moment we have assumed that

independent input signals can be accurate to within a few parts in

10% As an example of the order of frequency stability under

consideration 2 signals drifting apart at the rate of I part in 107

will slip in synchronism by one 48 kHz sample period in _ust over 5

minutes. The figures emphasise that working from an external drive,

the local mode of operation, is an essential facility in all source

equipment. Further examples are given in Figure 6 and these are based

on oscillator types which are in use in BBC equipment in various

applications. The need for regular checks of frequency_ say of and

O.B. unit, against a standard is an operational commitment with a cost
which must be considered.

7. Signal Phasing

The synchroniser accurately defines the phase of its output signal

relative to the reference. Subsequently in the signal chain, the

sample period provides an adequate window inside which minor timing

changes due to propagation delays in circuitry or lines can be

removed, the signal being re-latched to reference zero. It seems that

such delays need not be troublesome: a clock period of 20.8 _sec

permits for example path length inequalities of more than a kilometre.

However, the phasing implications for serial processing where bit

level alignment may be continuously needed at 5.072 Mbits/sec are far

more critical: when logic delays are allowed for, accumulated path

length differences are no longer trivial. They would need to be

circumvented or, as Waggoner proposes in discussing this aspect of

phasing, corrected by a variable delay device'. Figure 6 indicates

that permanent frequency lock is essential. Even to maintain sample

coherence it can be seen that only very small frequency differences
can be allowed.

Where block data phasing is significant then this could be centrally

controlled for local sources and realigned as part of synchroniser

action for others. It depends on whether the data use requires

centrally organised decoding or whether it proves simpler to rely on

the sync of the signal direct. Phase drift is important, as already

noted in this context. A one sample period slip as instanced in

Figure 6, may be considered acceptable between audio components but

clearly the one bit offset in the data standardised with a format

protocol would need to be corrected.

8. Digita _ Sound in Television Premises

Concern has been expressed about the need to align digital audio to
the television and film repetition rates for editing purposes for

which an integral number of samples per picture are desirable. Colour

coding standards have established high stability for television clocks

and this will undoubtedly continue with digital video studio

components. Sound and video references can be correlated and where

there is a rubidium master, essential it could be said for televisiony

the resulting audio standard could confer cost savings for the



satellite programme sources.

A method for locking television and audio master frequencies is shown

in Figure 8. The main features are:

1) There is no interference with the video system.

2) Only one stage of synthesis is required. I MHz in particular
is convenient.

5) The discriminator can operate either at line rate or nearer

to the master frequency as may be convenient to the pulse generator in
use.

There are low frequencies common to video and audio and the

possibility of using television pulses, line and field, as the basis

for locking has been widely recognised. Though the derivation from 5

MHz is straightforward such waveforms are increasingly only generally

available in mixed syncs format and this wave{cfm is generally

contaminated with interference and timing jitter which would limit

application to indirect use as a gating waveform.

Synchronisation requires a reference signal designed for simple but
effective locking. It must be capable of being widely applied and yet

embody defined standards of usage! the reference signal parameters and
tolerances will be closely identified with those of the digital audio

interface signal that it services.

If the reference signal is distributed solely for frequency adjustment

then it would be logical to send a continuous hf sinewave. To

incorporate modulation to provide clock and block period timing would,

in principle, detract from the prime function of the waveform.

Nevertheless, localised phase modulation at 20 _s and 4 ms intervals

a_carding to a fixed pattern could be considered, the aim of course

being to keep all references on a common circuit for cost, convenience
and timing consistency.

An attractive alternative would be to construct a reference waveform

as close as possible to the pcm format. The preambles would provide

48 kHz, 96 kHz and 250 Hz triggers and a bi-phase mark signal

transmitting all l's would then give a strong component at 5.072 MHz.

It would be preferable to ensure that transitions of one polarity were

present at regular 0.35 &_s timing intervals, ensuring a stationary

pattern of either positive or negative transitions in the waveform.

Advantages of generating local clocks from such a reference waveform
are as follows;

1. Digital circuitry used elsewhere would form the basis of the

frequency setting and purely digital techniques would be employed.

2. Should it be unavoidably necessary, it would be possible to

lock a signal source or studio independently of the rest of the system

to an incoming audio pcm format programme signal.

5.072 MHz relates easily to 204BkHz, the frequency used in the &

channel multiplex of 32 kHz NICAM signals for transmission. Further,



48 kHz and 52 kHz digital signals may be co-sited as indicated in
Figure 7. The 5/: ratio can be exploited via the _& kHz in the pcm

2-channel format to effect a fixed relative phasing for 48 kHz and 52

kHz systems. This wo_ld seem to be d_sirable in defining

interpolation co-efficients for the sample frequency converters which

will be required.

The reference signal must of course be capable of easy transmission in

the digital audio environment_ being received without extreme

amplitude loss or interference. However, to quantify this condition

the use to be made of the reference must be known ranging as it can

from a straightforward source of frequency calibration to use as
direct pulse drive. Conclusions from our own limited experiments are

that it is possible to distribute extensively on screened coaxial

cable in a large building a sinewave reference of 5.072 MHz (or some

other frequency of the video base-band), the jitter and interference

probably being low enough for direct use. On the other hand,

distribution on twisted audio pair would limit use to narrow-band

frequency calibrations. Turning to the regeneration aspect it is not

feasible in our experience to expect to derive clocks for general use

directly from conventional phase lock loop circuits if jitter levels
need to be as low as 500 ps. But of course this is still an essential

technique in locking the input processing of a remote signal to its

own timings.

This work originated as a study for a BBC working group on digital

standards and is thus particular to the present engineering practices

of the organisation. The ideas and proposals are the result of many

discussions with colleagues and their contributions are gratefully

acknowledged. The original paper has also been tabled in the

Synchronisation Working Group of the AES Digital Audio Technical

Committee and that it now reflects the views of colleagues in these

early discussions I recognise with thanks. The author thanks the

Director of Engineering of the BBC for permission to publish this
paper.
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